A UTSA Music Marketing Program Product

ABOUT MESA MIX
Mesa Mix is a student-run organization, established by
the students and faculty of the Music Marketing
program at the University of Texas at San Antonio.
This semester-long project is powered by the students
in Dr. Stan Renard's Spring 2019 Music Marketing
Seminar class.
Our mission is to unite generations through this
unique piece of furniture. We hope to bring a little bit
of joy, and nostalgia to your living room. All the
proceeds will go towards student enrichment.
You could help a Music Marketing student receive
additional financial assistance in the form of
scholarships.

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS
Cassette coffee tables come in one
standard size, pictured below.

3' 3"
2'

16"

The cassette table comes with two
removable metal cup holders. The
cup holders are dishwasher safe. It
also includes a drop-down storage
compartment.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR DESIGN!
Every table is made from wood, with removable metal
cup holders, and a hinge-opening storage compartment.
All supplies are purchased from a local retailer in the city
of San Antonio. In order to provide the best quality
product, we sketch every outline, carefully build and paint
every table.
The standard table design includes one black base color,
one generic stencil work, consisting of the colors red and
yellow, and a final layer of shielding primer.
Customers may pre-order a customized design. Our team
of artists will help you personalize your table by adding a
logo, employing a unique palette of colors, or creating an
intricate stencil design.

STANDARD PRICING
The standard pricing includes the essential
table materials consisting of wood and
hardware supplies. Plus the classic paint
design.

We ask that payments be made in the form of
checks. Please make checks out to UTSA with
the memo Music Marketing.

$250
CUSTOMIZED PRICING
Customizing your table may result in these
additional prices.
Custom Base Color..........................................$15
Additional Stencil Colors.......................$15/color
* Stencil Work...........................................$10-$50
* Based off of consultation and complexity.

WE ACCEPT DONATIONS
We will accept donations with purchases and standalone donations. All the proceeds plus
donations will go towards student enrichment within UTSA's Music Marketing program.
Please support the Music Marketing program! By donating you could help a student receive
additional financial assistance in the form of scholarships.
We ask that all donations be made in the form of checks. Please make checks out to UTSA with
the memo Music Marketing.

THANK YOU!

Help support the arts and please donate!Help support the arts and please donate!

TO DONATE PLEASE CALL: (210)458-5324

GET IN TOUCH WITH US
FACEBOOK
http://bit.ly/MesaMix

PHONE
(210)458-5324

EMAIL
stan.renard@utsa.edu

